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The microscopic mechanism behind the all optical switching (AOS) in ferromagnets has triggered intense scientific debate. Here, the microscopic three-temperature model is utilized to describe AOS in a perpendicularly magnetized ferromagnetic Co/Pt system. We demonstrate that AOS in such a ferromagnet can be explained with the Inverse Faraday Effect (IFE). The influence of the strength and lifetime of the IFE induced field pulse on the switching process are investigated. We found that because of strong spin-orbit coupling, the minimal lifetime of the IFE needed to obtain switching is of the order of 0.1 ps, which is shorter than previously assumed. Moreover, spatial images of the domain pattern after AOS in Co/Pt, as well as their dependence on applying an opposite magnetic field, are qualitatively reproduced. © 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945660]

The ultrafast manipulation of magnetism using light has received a lot of attention ever since the pioneering experiments of Beaurepaire et al. in 1996. It has been shown that a 3d ferromagnet partially demagnetizes at a fs-time scale upon fs pulsed laser excitation, after which the magnetization recovers at a ps-time scale. This subject is attractive both from a fundamental physics point of view as well as for its technological relevance. One of the most promising applications of the ultrafast optical manipulation of magnetism is to exploit all optical switching (AOS) for magnetic data storage, by using laser pulses to rapidly switch the magnetization. This phenomenon was first discovered in a ferrimagnetic GdFeCo alloy, and later it was shown to occur in a wider range of materials, including rare-earth-free multilayered synthetic ferrimagnets. However, in all reports AOS was limited to systems with two different sublattices that are coupled antiferromagnetically. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain AOS in such systems. The (polarized) laser pulse was thought to have a twofold effect. First, it heats up the system into a demagnetized and transient ferromagnetic state—a process initially considered independent of its circular polarization. Second, it induces an effective magnetic field by means of the Inverse Faraday Effect (IFE). The direction of this field, and thus the direction of remagnetization, is determined by the helicity of the light. However, later it was found that the helicity dependence was merely a secondary effect and AOS was explained as a result of angular momentum transfer between the two ferrimagnetic sublattices. Recently, Lambert et al. experimentally demonstrated AOS in simple ferrimagnetic structures such as Co/Pt multilayers and partial switching in FePt granular films—both of particular relevance for technological applications in data storage and magnetic memory. However, the mechanism behind AOS in ferromagnets remained a mystery, as there are no antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices in these systems. Thus, one of the most viable explanations for AOS could be again the IFE, even though its origin in metals is not well understood on the fundamental level (unlike for example in magnetic semiconductors, where it has been proven experimentally). It has also been suggested that dipole interactions between neighboring magnetic domains could play a role in the switching process.

Several approaches have successfully accounted for all-optical switching following ultrafast demagnetization. Mentink et al. treated the multi-sublattice switching mode in a general theoretical framework. In another class of models either the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) or Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) equation is coupled to the two-temperature model for the electron and lattice systems, to explain AOS in ferrimagnetic GdFeCo alloy and the ultrafast demagnetization in magnetic bulk FePt and thin films. Finally, the so-called microscopic three-temperature model (M3TM) applied to multiple spin systems successfully reproduced the two possible demagnetization behaviors of nickel, as well as the AOS of ferrimagnetic GdFeCo alloys.

In the present letter, we employ the M3TM to describe AOS in ferromagnets, taking the Co/Pt system as a specific model system. We demonstrate that AOS is indeed feasible, using the IFE as the driving mechanism. In addition, non-local effects such as dipole fields are also introduced into the model to accurately reproduce AOS images obtained in experiments on ferromagnets.

The M3TM uses a microscopic Hamiltonian to describe the electron, phonon, and spin system and their interactions. It assumes spin-less free electrons, phonons according to the Einstein or Debye model, and spin excitations obeying the mean-field Weiss model. It explicitly models transfer of angular momentum between the electron, lattice, and spin system by means of an Elliott-Yafet type of spin scattering. A Gaussian profile of the laser pulse (Gaussian width $\sigma = 70$ fs) is assumed to heat up the electron system, after which equilibration with the phonon and spin system will take place. On a longer time scale (picoseconds), heat will slowly diffuse away into the substrate, which is taken into account by heat flow from the electron system towards an infinite heat sink at ambient temperature.
The magnetization dynamics (which is related to the spin temperature) can now be described as follows: \[ \frac{dm}{dt} = \frac{RT_D}{T_C} [m + b_{\text{eff}}] \left[ 1 - m \coth \left( \frac{T_D}{T_C} [m + b_{\text{eff}}] \right) \right], \]

where \( m = \frac{M}{M_0} \) is the magnetization relative to the saturation value, \( T_C \) the Curie temperature, and \( b_{\text{eff}} \) the effective magnetic field in the material normalized to the exchange field. \( R \left( \text{s}^{-1} \right) \) is a prefactor in the demagnetization rate and equals \( R = \frac{\gamma \sigma_f T_D}{\kappa_{\text{eff}} D_s} \), with \( \gamma \) the spin-flip rate, \( g_{\text{ep}} \) the electron phonon coupling, \( T_D \) the Debye temperature, and \( D_s \) the atomic magnetic moment divided by \( \mu_B \). Taking realistic parameters for Co/Pt layers, \( R \) we obtain \( R = 9.4 \text{ ps}^{-1} \). The effective magnetic field \( b_{\text{eff}} \) is the sum of an external applied field and the magnetic field induced by the IFE. Due to this IFE, a polarized laser pulse can act as an effective magnetic field pulse. \( B \) The induced magnetic field is modeled by a step function multiplied with an exponential decay with lifetime \( \tau \), and convoluted with the Gaussian profile of the laser pulse. Both the strength and the (origin of the) lifetime of this IFE induced field pulse are still a subject of great controversy. Estimates for the strength range from 0.1 to 30 T for typical laser fluences and lifetimes from 0.1 to several ps are reported in literature. Although both parameters can potentially be obtained from \textit{ab initio} calculations, or extracted by fitting experiments on similar systems (as we do for \( R \)), their exact values will depend on many details of the materials system and processes involved. Therefore, we investigate the influence of both parameters on the switching process by the proposed model, rather than fixing them to a single value.

Using the model as defined in the foregoing, we calculate the time evolution of the magnetization after excitation with a polarized laser pulse that induces a magnetic field via the IFE. This is done for three differently polarized laser pulses, a left- and right-handed circularly and linearly polarized pulse (\( \sigma^+ \), \( \sigma^- \), \( L \), respectively). Typical results for our Co/Pt model system, and assuming a long enough duration of the magnetic field pulse, are plotted in Figure 1. No magnetization reversal takes place in the case of \( L \) (no IFE) or \( \sigma^+ \) (positive IFE) light, and only a rapid demagnetization and slower remagnetization is observed. However, for \( \sigma^- \) (negative IFE) light a reversal of the magnetization is induced by the magnetic field pulse. We can thus model AOS with the M3TM if we invoke the IFE as the driving mechanism.

Since the lifetime is a crucial parameter in determining whether AOS will occur, its effect was previously investigated with an atomistic model. We have performed a similar investigation of the lifetime of the IFE induced field pulse using the M3TM, resulting in the phase diagram of Figure 2. For each set of parameters, it is determined whether the magnetization has switched (\( M < 0 \)) or not (\( M > 0 \)), or if the magnetization remains zero in the set simulation time of 20 ps. A switching window is observed that gets broader for longer lifetimes.

For low laser fluences, we do not see any switching as the magnetization is not yet sufficiently quenched. If the fluence is increased, reversal becomes possible for longer lifetimes. Further increasing the fluence, we see that only thermal demagnetization is observed. In that case, the sample is heated to such a degree that it cannot cool down in the set simulation time, resulting in zero final magnetization (unless a strong field is present). If the simulation is extended to a larger time scale, non-deterministic switching is observed in which numerical fluctuations determine the direction of the remagnetization. We see that a lifetime of at least 0.15 ps is necessary to achieve AOS in this specific case. The actual lifetime of the IFE is still heavily debated, but there are claims that it could be above this required value. Alebrand et al. even suggested that the helicity information might be stored for up to 100 ps, but did not link this directly to the IFE. Lifetimes as long as these would result in rather wide reversal windows. Even without such speculative dramatic effects, one can conclude that much shorter lifetimes may be enough for all-optical switching. More generally, it can be concluded that our phase diagram corresponds quite well.
both qualitatively and quantitatively to the results previously obtained with the atomistic model. This confirms the validity of both models for describing AOS, where the M3TM has the benefit of being much faster.

The threshold for the lifetime turns out to be strongly dependent on specific simulation parameters. If the demagnetization rate is increased, the magnetization dynamics will speed up. One would expect that an even shorter lifetime is then sufficient for switching, which is indeed observed in the simulations (see Fig. S1). The minimal lifetime is found to decrease rapidly with \( R \). For example, we note that increasing \( R \) by just a factor of 1.5 to 15 ps\(^{-1} \), a lifetime as short as 0.07 ps is sufficient for switching, which is even below the laser pulse duration of 0.1 ps (see Fig. S2). Previously, it has been assumed that a much longer lifetime was necessary for switching, which cast doubt on the relevance of the IFE for AOS. Therefore, the extremely short lifetime we now find makes the IFE a much more likely explanation for AOS. It also shows that enhancing the demagnetization rate increases the feasibility of AOS, which is of crucial importance for its application potential. We assign the shorter lifetime necessary to an enhanced spin-flip scattering at the Co/Pt interfaces as compared to, e.g., pristine Co films, as was experimentally demonstrated for Co/Pt multilayers. This notion is of particular interest in view of present activities on using materials with strong spin-orbit coupling for various storage and memory applications.

The above outcomes indicate that it should be possible to achieve AOS with circularly polarized pulses. However, in experiments non-local effects are involved that are not included in our macrospin M3TM discussed so far. Thus, we therefore add several spatial effects into the model by considering an array of \( 200 \) domains. We verified that the exact size of the domains only marginally affects our results. The Gaussian spatial profile of the laser pulse is taken into account and multiple pulse experiments are simulated by using the output of one simulation as starting conditions for the next. A Gaussian distributed magnetic field noise of 0.15 mT is added to account for inhomogeneities in the sample and applied magnetic fields. Finally, the last ingredient included into our model is the effect of dipolar stray-fields, which have been suggested to play a role in AOS. The strength of the dipole fields can be calculated using standard electromagnetism equations, and is typically 0.6 mT for nearest neighbors, when averaged over a complete cell. These stray fields will favor an antiparallel orientation between neighboring domains, thereby supporting the multi-domain state that is often observed after excitation with a high power laser pulse, usually referred to as thermal demagnetization. With these additions, we can fully model the images found in AOS experiments in ferromagnets.

Starting with the simplest case, Figure 3 shows the magnetization profile after a single pulse obtained from simulations with this extended model (with no applied field), taking a magnetic field pulse strength and lifetime of 3 T and 0.3 ps, respectively. In the center of the laser spot, the sample gets heated to such a degree that all magnetic information is lost and a multi-domain state will form (thermal demagnetization). In a small outer circle region, deterministic switching takes place, as is generally observed in AOS experiments.

Having explained the effect of a single pulse with the extended model, we now look at the effect of a train of 12 pulses that is swept across the sample at a speed of 0.2 \( \mu m/\)pulse, while applying a global magnetic field opposite to the IFE field. Figure 4(a) shows the magnetization profiles obtained from such simulations. For zero applied magnetic field, we see a typical result of an AOS experiment. The result is similar to Figure 3, but by sweeping multiple pulses across the sample a uniformly switched area is created. When the externally applied field is increased to 1.8 mT, we see that this field cancels the effect of the IFE. Non-deterministic switching now takes place and the uniformly switched area breaks apart into a multi-domain state. The multi-domain state at the center of the final pulse disappears due to the applied field. For an even higher applied field, no switching is observed at all.
We now compare the results of the simulations to experimental results of Lambert et al., which is currently the only demonstration of AOS in ferromagnets. Figure 4(b) shows typical results on a Co/Pt multilayer for an increasing counteracting applied field. Comparing the simulations with the experiments, we find a good overall agreement in the magnetization profiles. The applied fields, at which the transition from switching to no switching occurs, are of roughly the same magnitude. We note that this transition is dependent on the strength and lifetime of the IFE, and that the combination of the simulations and experiments therefore provides a way to assess these parameters. There are two main differences between the two results. The first is the disappearance of the thermal demagnetization in the center of the final laser pulse, whereas we see in the experiments that this thermal demagnetization persists even for high applied fields. The dipolar fields do support the formation of a multi-domain state, but are not strong enough to fully explain the thermal demagnetization. It is likely that thermal activation, which is not included in the model, provides a way for domains to switch after remagnetization, thereby assisting the dipole fields in creating a multi-domain state. Second, we see in the experiments large interconnected domains are formed when the applied field cancels the effect of the IFE. These large domains are formed due to domain wall dynamics, something that is not included in our simple model because it will have little effect on the ultrafast switching process itself.

To conclude, we have simulated AOS in ferromagnets using the M3TM. Using the IFE as the driving mechanism, the possibility of AOS was discussed. It was found that the parameters necessary for AOS are well within the current theoretical estimates. In particular, a minimal IFE lifetime below 0.1 ps was obtained for material parameters close to Co/Pt with strong spin-orbit coupling, which means that much shorter pulses may be needed than earlier claimed to be necessary. In addition, a real AOS experiment was simulated by adding spatial effects to the M3TM. The experimental magnetization profiles reported in Co/Pt structures could be reproduced for realistic values of all simulation parameters. The effect of an applied field could also be reproduced. Hence, we found a good agreement with all experimental observations, showing that the IFE is a viable candidate to explain AOS in ferromagnetic systems like Co/Pt indeed.
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